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Abstract

Sea level rise in the United States will lead to large scale migration in the future. We propose

a framework to examine future climate migration patterns using models of human migration.

Our framework requires that we distinguish between historical versus climate driven migra-

tion and recognizes how the impacts of climate change can extend beyond the affected

area. We apply our framework to simulate how migration, driven by sea level rise, differs

from baseline migration patterns. Specifically, we couple a sea level rise model with a data-

driven model of human migration and future population projections, creating a generalized

joint model of climate driven migration that can be used to simulate population distributions

under potential future sea level rise scenarios. The results of our case study suggest that

the effects of sea level rise are pervasive, expanding beyond coastal areas via increased

migration, and disproportionately affecting some areas of the United States.

Introduction

Climate change is already affecting millions of people around the world [1]. Human migration

is a natural response to these climate change pressures, and is one of many adaptation mea-

sures that people will take in response to climate change [2–5]. Understating how human

migration will be affected by climate change is therefore a critical input in the decision making

process of many governments and organizations. In particular, it is important to understand

how climate change driven migration will differ from “business as usual” forms and motiva-

tions humans have to migrate. Yet, an empirical assessment of the process remains elusive. In

this paper, we propose a framework that recognizes the imperfections of any given assessment

regarding migration, but allows us to think critically about the possible ways climate change

can alter migration patterns.

In particular, our framework assesses the broader impacts of climate change on population,

by explicitly considering the effects on migration on populations directly affected by climate

change and indirectly affected by the change in migration patterns induced by climate change.

The framework we propose here is not intended to explain individual decisions, but to
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characterize aggregate patterns that can nonetheless help prepare policy responses by local

communities and governments.

Accounting for those indirectly affected people is one of the main contributions of our

framework; these are people that live in locations that experience increased population pres-

sures due to heightened inflows of climate migrants. These indirect effects will cause acceler-

ated changes for inland areas, particularly urban areas, that will observe much higher levels of

incoming migrants than they would have without climate impacts. These changes can in turn

take the form of tighter labor markets [6] and increased housing prices [7], with broader effects

on income inequality in the coastal areas [8]. Of course, migration to other cities can also have

positive impacts; new migrants can improve productivity as they bring with them human capi-

tal accumulated elsewhere [5]. Thus, explicitly accounting for indirect effects, even under large

uncertainties, is an important part of quantifying the effects of climate change.

Broadly speaking, migration processes can be characterized by three components: sources,

destinations, and flows between them. Climate change will affect each of these components in

different ways. For example, increased climate burden on agricultural regions can increase

migrants to move to more urban spaces or to move to different towns, provinces or even dif-

ferent countries. Climate change can also induce conflict, thus increasing the number of refu-

gees. Climate change can also affect destinations, for example by making cities less livable due

to urban heat island effects [9] or due to increased burden on services such as water and elec-

tricity [10]. By affecting both the origin and destination, climate change also affects the flow of

migrants. Our proposed framework explicitly separates climate change driven and “business as

usual” migrations and therefore allows future modeling improvements in either of these pro-

cesses to be easily incorporated.

We introduce and discuss our framework in the context of sea level rise impacts on human

migration. Sea level rise (SLR) will affect millions of people living in coastal areas. Different

studies have highlighted likely scenarios of sea level rise by 2100, varying in their projections of

severity. According to the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report, in the “worst-case” Representative

Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenario, RCP 8.5, where greenhouse gas emissions continue

to rise throughout the 21st century, a global mean sea level (GMSL) rise between 0.52 to 0.98

meters (m) is likely by 2100 [11]. Other estimates, using statistical instead of process based

models of GMSL, project a rise in the range of 0.75 m to 1.9 m by 2100 [12]. Recent research

from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has even suggested a

2.5 m upper bound of GMSL rise by 2100 for an ‘extreme’ SLR scenario, and a 2 m GMSL rise

for a ‘high’ scenario [13].

The impacts of SLR are potentially catastrophic. About 30% of the urban land on earth was

located in high-frequency flood zones in 2000, and it is projected to increase to 40% by 2030

taking urban growth and SLR into account [14]. In the United States alone, 123.3 million peo-

ple, or 39% of the total population, lived in coastal counties in 2010, with a predicted 8%

increase by the year 2020 [15]. By the year 2100, a projected 13.1 million people in the United

States alone would be living on land that will be considered flooded with a SLR of 6 feet (1.8

m) [16].

As oceans expand and encroach into previously habitable land, affected people—climate

migrants—will move towards locations further inland, looking for food and shelter in areas

that are less susceptible to increased flooding or extreme weather events. In this paper, we

argue that the comprehensive impacts of SLR on human populations, when considering

migration, expand far beyond the coastal areas.

While discussions regarding SLR impacts on human populations are often constrained to

regions directly experiencing SLR-driven flooding [16–18], several studies have investigated

the connection to climate driven human migration. Several theoretical frameworks use
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qualitative case studies to motivate models that might represent the reasoning behind migra-

tion choices due to SLR, but are not grounded in statistical methods [2, 19, 20]. There are

many complex interactions between demographic driven migration and climate change driven

migration, and the scope and scale of the impacts of climate change on migration will be sig-

nificant [3, 21]. One example of these impacts that has been studied considers the political

ramifications that will come with the eventual migrants from Pacific island of Kiribati, which

will most likely become completely flooded under a 3 meter SLR [22]. Another example is the

projected widening demographic differentials in countries that will be especially impacted by

SLR [21, 23], similar to the demographic changes seen after the 1970s droughts in Africa [24].

The foundation of both of these concerns is in people’s destination locations, therefore it is

prudent to weigh the question of ‘where’ people will go equally with ‘how many’ people will be

initially affected [25].

There are also few empirical studies that link climate change with human migration pat-

terns. Feng et al. show that the negative impacts of climate change on crop-yields has driven

increased emigration from Mexico to the United States [3], while Thiede and Gray examine

the effects of changing climate variables on the timing of migration in Indonesia [26]. The

only empirical works that examine the effects of SLR on human migration do so by coupling

population projections with SLR models and migration models to estimate how population

distributions might change in future scenarios [16, 27, 28]. In the US, small area population

projections for the year 2100 have been combined with spatially explicit estimates of SLR [16]

and an unobserved component regression model to estimate the destinations of populations

that could be forced to migrate through coastal flooding. In [27], approximately 56% of coun-

ties in the US are found to be affected by larger migrant influxes under 1.8 m of SLR. Similarly,

in Bangladesh, gridded population projections have been combined with a connectivity aware

bathtub type model of SLR and the radiation model of human migration to estimate how pop-

ulation distributions may change [28]. This coupled model has minimal data requirements,

forecasts large quantities of immigration to the division of Dhaka in Bangladesh, and high-

lights the broader potential impacts of these migrants including an increased demand for

housing, food, and jobs.

These empirical studies make the critical simplifying assumption that climate driven migra-

tion will follow the same patterns as historic migration. In fact, even though Hauer [27] high-

lights that “climate migrants resulting from press stressors will probably constitute ‘enhanced’,

or extra, normal out-migration”, in the paper he assumes that migrations will happen only

between locations for which there are historically observed migrations. However, human

migration is a function of push and pull factors, and increased climate stress will affect both

[19]. Our framework, by incorporating separate models of migration choices for climate

change driven versus “business-as-usual” migration, recognizes that the patterns of climate

migrants will not necessarily follow patterns observed in historical migration data. In our

application, this distinction proves to be important.

To apply our framework to our case study on the impacts of SLR, we couple models of SLR

with dynamic models of human migration to produce a more comprehensive picture of chang-

ing population distributions. We implement our framework with spatial estimates of SLR

from the NOAA’s Digital Coast dataset [29], small area population projections [16], and a

recent machine learning (ML) method for modeling human migration [30]. We model migra-

tions made from flooded areas and from unflooded areas separately by fitting one ML migra-

tion model using “business-as-usual” migration data and one climate change driven model

with migration data following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. As more sophisticated high-reso-

lution population projections are developed, human migration models are improved, and SLR

projections are refined, the precision of our results will also improve.

Modeling migration patterns in the USA under sea level rise
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Modeling framework

Conceptual challenges in coupling human migration models

Traditional strategies for modeling human migration do not lend themselves well to describing

climate change driven migration. Current state-of-the-art models of human migration include

the family of radiation models [31, 32], gravity models [33, 34], and machine learning models

[30]. The problems are as follows:

First, human migration induced by climate change might not follow historic migration pat-

terns. In fact, using one year of county-to-county migration data from the IRS U.S. migration

data sets, Simini et al. [31] showed that a fixed proportion (3%) of the population of a U.S.

county will migrate under normal circumstances. This will not hold under SLR, for example,

as the entire population in flooded areas will have to move or adapt in other ways. Importantly,

in addition to direct inundation due to SLR, climate migrants will be forced to move as climate

change effects become more pronounced, directly through the exposure to “high-magnitude

events” such as large scale flooding from hurricanes, or indirectly through the “cumulative

contribution of ongoing localized events across regions” [35]. The dynamics of these environ-

mentally induced migrations will not necessarily follow those of previously observed migra-

tions. We expect that as social scientists gather more data and knowledge, more refined and

informed models of human migration will emerge.

Second, the spatial resolution of each model must be carefully considered. Climate migrants

will not necessarily move large distances as they adapt to changing conditions in inundated

areas. Indeed, per the US IRS migration data [36], most migrations are made to nearby loca-

tions. This phenomenon can be seen in the migrations following Hurricane Katrina in the US,

for example, where a majority of destinations were within Louisiana [37]. Hence, it is impor-

tant to be able to model such nearby migrations, including migrating from the climate affected

part to the unaffected part within the same zone, as well as to exclude migrations to areas that

are uninhabitable (e.g. inundated by SLR). To do finer scale modeling, the scale of population

projections also matters. Population projections are an important input in modeling human

migration, and integrating model results over various future population scenarios is crucial for

determining uncertainty. However, most existing long term population projections are only

done at country or region level scales, e.g. the variety of population projections defined in the

Shared Socioeconomic Pathways [38], and can not be appropriately applied to the finer-scale

resolutions at which SLR and migration models will operate.

Third, migration models and population projections are inherently coupled through a feed-

back loop whereby the population projections at a given time should account for the cumula-

tive effects of climate change driven migration before then. For example, SLR will not happen

instantaneously. The SLR influenced population distribution of a location will diverge from

that of a “business as usual” scenario as the indirect effects of SLR compound; as more climate

migrants settle inland, they will change the migrations patterns of future migrants and so on.

However, current models used for population projections at best account for the direct effects

of SLR where projected populations are made with respect to potentially flooded land [16],

however the indirect effects must also be considered.

General modeling framework

For a given time, t, we will consider climate change features, xt, and a list of n spatial zones,

θt ¼ ½yt
1
; . . . ; y

t
n�, which includes a spatial definition and features associated with each zone.

Using this information, we want to compute amigration matrix Tt, where an entry Ttij repre-

sents the number of migrants that travel from zone i to j at time t under a given climate impact

Modeling migration patterns in the USA under sea level rise
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model. We propose a general modeling framework for handling this problem which consists

of two modules, shown in Fig 1: a CLIMATE module and a MIGRATION module.

CLIMATE module. This module uses a “climate impacts model”, CLIMATE(θ, x) to parti-

tion each input zone into two new zones: the affected portion and the unaffected portion.

Using the best available data, this module should also divide the features from the original

zone (θi) between the affected-portion zone (y
A
i ) and the unaffected-portion zone (y

U
i ). For

example, if we have high-resolution spatial population data, then we can split population

between the two partitions based on the spatial extent of flooding given a SLR model.

MIGRATION module. This module calculates T using the two sets of zones from the

CLIMATE module. Specifically, this module uses two migration models: 1.) a model for migra-

tions from affected zones θA to unaffected zones θU with the functionMIGRATIONC(θA, θU) =

T0, where migration is a forced process driven by climate change; and 2.) a model of migra-

tions from unaffected zones to unaffected zones with the functionMIGRATIONS(θU, θU) = T@,

where migration happens as usual. Finally, this module should aggregate migrant flows from

the two migration functions, T = T0 + T@.

By separating CLIMATE driven migration from “business as usual” migrations, our frame-

work forces these dynamics to be considered independently, explicitly bringing up the issue

from the first conceptual challenge mentioned in the previous section. Implementations of our

framework can use different models for these dynamics if available, or, if such models are not

available, fall back to using a simpler model where the simplifying assumption is clear. Our

framework also addresses the second conceptual challenge by restricting destinations to only

zones marked as unaffected, and allowing the affected population of a zone to choose the unaf-

fected part as its destination. Furthermore, by separating the functionality of the CLIMATE
module from that of the MIGRATION module, the framework allows ablation studies to mea-

sure how much results depend on the specific behaviors of each. The third conceptual chal-

lenge revolves around how CLIMATE and MIGRATION are both temporal processes that

form a feedback loop (e.g. SLR will affect migration decisions, which will in turn affect how

many people are affected by further SLR, etc.). It is captured in Fig 1 by including a conceptual

link from the estimated migration matrix back into the inputs such as population projections

at time t + 1.

Fig 1. Joint climate change impact and human migration modeling process. The joint model takes a list of spatial zones θ and climate change

features xt as input, and outputs amigration matrix Tt, where an entry Ttij represents the number of migrants that travel from zone i to j at time t.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0227436.g001
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Finally, our framework provides a methodology by which to calculate the direct and indirect
effects of the climate change impacts model. The direct effects are simply the areas that are

explicitly affected by the climate impacts model. The indirect effects, however, are a function of

the changing migration patterns. Formally, a zone is marked as indirectly affected if the differ-

ence between the number of incoming migrants in the CLIMATE scenario and the baseline

scenario is greater than a percentage d% of the population of that zone. By varying d we can

see different intensities of indirect effects.

Our framework instantiated with SLR-based climate impact model and

ML-based migration models

We implement our proposed framework considering SLR as the driver of the climate impacts

module. An implementation of our framework requires us to define the manner in which a

CLIMATE function splits features associated with the zones that are affected by climate

change, and two MIGRATION functions. All three of these steps are discussed in the next two

sections. We use SLR spatial estimates based on the NOAA’s Digital Coast dataset [29], spatial

population projections following the methodology in [16], and a recent machine learning

(ML) approach for modeling human migration [30]. All the data sources we use are listed in

the S2 Table.

SLR-based climate impacts model. First, we use the spatial estimates of SLR from the

Digital Coast dataset [29] to determine which census block groups will be flooded under a

given estimate of SLR, x. The Digital Coast spatial estimates take tidal variability, hydrocon-

nectivity, probable flooding, and federal leveed areas into account to present a plausible esti-

mate of inundated areas at different estimates of SLR, however it is not directly linked to

climate projections and does not use more complicated physical flood models. The Digital

Coast dataset represents a more serious modeling effort than a “bathtub model” (where using

elevation data one marks land under xmeters as flooded assuming that sea level will rise uni-

formly across all coastlines), but can be improved as country-wide sea level rise estimates are

improved. We estimate when different estimates of SLR considered in the Digital Coast dataset

will happen using climate projections for two SLR scenarios: medium scenario, where 0.9m

(3ft) of SLR is experienced by 2100, and high scenario, where 1.8m (6ft) of SLR is experienced

by 2100. These two SLR projection scenarios are proposed in Hauer 2016 [16], based on meth-

ods from the US National Climate Assessment. The medium SLR scenario expects SLR to

reach the 0.3m, 0.6m, and 0.9m thresholds in the years 2055, 2080, and 2100 respectively,

while the high scenario reaches 0.3m, 0.6m, 0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m, and 1.8m in the years 2042,

2059, 2071, 2082, 2091, and 2100 respectively.

We pair the spatial flooding estimates at each SLR estimate with population projections also

following the methodology in Hauer et al., 2016 [16]. Here we create population projections

for every Census block group in the US (n = 216, 330). Now, for every 0.3m increment from 0

to 1.8m (corresponding to different years in medium and high scenarios) we have population

estimates and area of flooding estimates for every census block group in the US.

With this data, we define the CLIMATE module with the SLR(θi, xt) function that takes a

county, θi, and estimate of SLR under either the medium or high SLR scenario, xt, as input. A

given county corresponds to a set of census block groups. A given SLR estimate, under either

scenario, corresponds to population projection for each census block group, including an esti-

mate of the number of people affected by flooding in each block group. For the purposes of

modeling migration, we split the county into unaffected and affected portions y
U
i and y

A
i

respectively. Here, y
U
i is a “new” county equivalent zone with a population equal to the sum of

the unaffected populations over all the associated block groups. Similarly, y
A
i , represents the

Modeling migration patterns in the USA under sea level rise
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inundated portion of the original county, and will contain a population equal to the sum of

affected populations in the associated block groups. We can run SLR(θi, xt) for all i to get the

θU and θA sets. In our case strudy, population is the only feature required for each zone by the

MIGRATION module, however a similar splitting technique could be used for other block

group level features if they can be reliably projected into future scenarios.

Human migration modeling. We model human migration between counties in the USA

with a recently proposed artificial neural network (ANN) based method [30] that is fit with

historic county-to-county migration data from the IRS [36]. This method is similar in func-

tionality to traditional models of human mobility and migration, such as the radiation or grav-

ity models [31, 33, 39]. These models all predict the probability of migration between an origin

and a destination as a function of population and distance. The basic intuition behind the tra-

ditional models is that probability of migration will be larger with large origin and destination

populations, however will decrease with larger distances between the origin and destination.

On the other hand, our ANN modeling approach is purely data driven and models the rela-

tionship between the probability of migration as a highly parameterized nonlinear function of

the features of origins and destinations.

More specifically, our ANN models estimate Pij, the probability that a migrant which leaves

an origin county, i, will travel to a destination county, j, as a non-linear function of: origin pop-

ulation,mi, destination population,mj, great-circle distance between the two, dij, and the

“intervening opportunities” between the two, sij (this is the total population in the circle cen-

tered at i with radius dij, not includingmi ormj). These features are the same features used by

traditional radiation and gravity models, and depend solely on population and distance. While

the ANN uses the same set of features, it does not have a fixed functional form and can learn

complex non-linear relationships between the features and the target output (Pij).
To compute Tij, the number of migrants that travel from i to j, we need to know the number

of migrants that are attempting to leave i. If we say that the number of migrants leaving zone i
is of the form g(mi) = αmi, where α is some coefficient that specifies the fraction of the total

population that will migrate, then Tij = g(mi)Pij. This function g is called the production func-

tion. Now we can define the MIGRATION functions,MIGRATIONC andMIGRATIONS,
which represent the climate migrants and “business as usual” migrants respectively, by training

two instances of our ANN model, and forming respective production functions gC(mi) and

gS(mi) by choosing αC and αS.
We fit theMIGRATIONC model by finding hurricane affected counties from the IRS migra-

tion data from 2004-2011 and 2011-2014. We did not evaluate 2010-2011 change as the report-

ing methodology in the IRS migration dataset changed between the 2010-2011 data and 2011-

2012 data. Specifically, we search for migration data points (i.e. pairs of counties) in which the

origin county was a coastal county that observed an over 100% increase in outgoing migrations

with over 1,000 total outgoing migrations. This “filter” highlights counties that have potentially

been affected by hurricanes or other natural disasters and indeed finds seven counties from

2005 that were heavily impacted by hurricanes Katrina and Rita: St Bernard, Orleans, Cam-

eron, Plaquemines, Hancock, Jefferson, and Harrison (which matches literature estimates of

the most damaged counties [37]), as well as Liberty County, GA from 2006. The only historical

explanation we can find for a sudden increase in outgoing migration in Liberty County is the

deactivation of a large US military division stationed within the county that year. Considering

this, we fit ourMIGRATIONC model using the data from the seven counties that were most

seriously affected by hurricanes Katrina and Rita. As background, Hurricane Katrina struck

the city of New Orleans and the broader Louisiana and Mississippi coastline on August 29,

2005 causing widespread flooding and wind damage. Less than a month later, on September

25, Hurricane Rita also struck the Louisiana coast, exacerbating damage in New Orleans and

Modeling migration patterns in the USA under sea level rise
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causing extensive damage to counties in the western portions of the state. Over 1500 people

were killed and over 80% of the city of New Orleans was flooded as a result of these hurricanes.

Followup studies and Census estimates showed that New Orleans only contained around half

of its pre-hurricane population within a year of the storms. By training our ANN with these

counties we allow the model to pick up on the dynamics of migrations after extreme flooding

events.

We train an ANN,MIGRATIONCðy
A
i ; y

U
j Þ ¼ P

0
ij, using all 7 × 3099 pairs of counties

from the 2005-2006 IRS data that include one of the seven previously mentioned affected
counties as an origin and an unaffected county as a destination. Similarly, we fit another ANN

using the rest of the IRS migration data,MIGRATIONSðy
U
i ; y

U
j Þ ¼ P

@
ij. Due to our assumption

that all people in flooded areas will have to migrate, the production function for climate

migrants is given as the identity, gC(mi) =mi. This forces the entire population of the

affected portions of counties to become migrants. For “business as usual” migrants, we use

the production function, gS(mi) = 0.03mi, due to the observation by Simini et al. [31] that 3%

of a county’s population will migrate under normal conditions each year. Given these:

T 0ij ¼ gCðmiÞMIGRATIONCðy
A
i ; y

U
j Þ, and T@

ij ¼ gSðmiÞMIGRATIONSðy
U
i ; y

U
j Þ. With these defi-

nitions we can build T0 and T@ by running the climate migration ANN and “business as usual”

migration ANN for all pairs of counties.

In Section 2 of the S1 Appendix we show a similar implementation using the Extended

Radiation model [32] to implement the MIGRATION functions. In Section 3 of the S1 Appen-

dix we describe our ML model and give validation results comparing our ANN based migra-

tion model to other human migration models on the task of predicting inter-county

migrations in the US.

Results

We categorize the effects of SLR into two types: direct effects, which are a direct consequence

of SLR, and indirect effects, which are a consequence of changing migration patterns due to

SLR. We present the spatial distribution and magnitude of these effects in Figs 2 and 3. People

that live on flooded land who will have to move away are accounted for in the direct effects of

SLR. People that live in counties that experience a larger number of incoming migrants in the

flooding scenario relative to the baseline scenario with no SLR are accounted for in the indirect
effects of SLR.

In Fig 2 we show the spatial distribution of changes in migration patterns. In the top panel,

counties experiencing any SLR inundation (i.e. that are directly affected by SLR) are

highlighted in blue, while the remaining counties are colored according to how many addi-

tional migrants they receive in the 1.8m SLR scenario. The bottom two panels of Fig 2 show

the difference in the number of incoming migrants between the SLR scenario and the baseline

scenario for incoming migrants from unaffected counties and affected counties. The top panel

is the sum of these two maps, and shows this difference for incoming migrants from all coun-

ties. From these maps we can see that the primary destination of climate migrants are counties

just inland of their origin, but climate migrants also move farther towards large cities that offer

more opportunities.

In Fig 3 we show the magnitude of the direct and indirect effects as well as the spatial distri-

bution of the indirectly affected counties. We calculate whether a county (and hence its popu-

lation) has been indirectly affected at a level d% through the methodology described in the

General modeling framework section. On average, in business as usual conditions, 3% of a

county’s population migrates each year [31]. Thus, if d = 3%, we would mark a county as indi-

rectly affected if we observe twice as much migration into that county than the average
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migration rate of the US. We assume that as d increases, the effects will be stronger as there

will be a significant strain on the resources in that particular county.

The graph in the bottom panel of Fig 3 shows the direct and indirect effects of SLR in terms

of number of people affected for estimated SLR in the range from 0.3m to 1.8m in 0.3m incre-

ments. The map in the top panel shows which counties in the United States are indirectly

affected at different threshold values of d. In both plots the indirect effects are shown for five

different values of d: 0.5% 1%, 3%, 6%, and 9%.

Fig 2. Spatial distribution of the direct and indirect effects of SLR on human migration. The top panel shows all counties that

experience flooding under 1.8m of SLR by 2100 in blue and colors the remaining counties based on the number of additional incoming

migrants per county that there are in the SLR scenario over the baseline. The bottom left map shows the number of additional incoming

migrants per county in the SLR scenario from only flooded counties. The bottom right map shows the number of additional incoming

migrants per county in the SLR scenario from only unflooded counties. Color gradients are implemented in a log scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0227436.g002
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Fig 3. Impacts of SLR due to flooding and human migration for a range of SLR scenarios. We say that a county is indirectly affected

by SLR if the difference between the number of incoming migrants to the county in the SLR scenario and the number of incoming

migrants in the baseline scenario, i.e. the number of extramigrants in the SLR scenario, is greater than some percentage, d, of that

county’s population. In the top panel we show the spatial distribution of counties that are considered indirectly affected at different

threshold values of d for the 1.8m SLR case in the southeast portion of the United States. In the bottom panel we show the number of

people that are directly and indirectly affected under the same threshold values of d for the entire United States. For both plots we show

aggregate impacts for five different values of d: 0.5%, 1%, 3%, 6%, and 9%.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0227436.g003
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We can see that the indirect impacts of SLR grow at much faster rate than the direct impacts

(Fig 3). In the high SLR scenario by the year 2100 there are� 13 million people directly
affected, in� 50 thousand km2 of flooded land, however there are almost twice as many,� 25

million people, indirectly affected at the 9% threshold due to changing migration patterns and

magnitudes. This d = 9% threshold indicates that these people live in areas which will experi-

ence four times as many migrants as they would compared to a baseline scenario. Even under

the moderate assumption of 0.9m SLR by 2100 there will be 24 million people that live in coun-

ties considered indirectly affected at a d = 3% threshold. Under the same threshold with a SLR

of 1.8m by 2100, there will be 120 million people, over�1/3 of the population of US, living in

counties that will see a doubling in the number of annual incoming migrants.

The map in Fig 3 shows that these indirect effects relative to county population will be dis-

tributed unevenly over the US. Most effects are seen in the Eastern US, where there are more

vulnerable coastal populations. Of particular note are southern Mississippi and southeastern

Georgia, where large groups of counties are estimated to see indirect effects in the>9% cate-

gory. The Midwest is also projected to see large indirect effects, even though the magnitudes of

incoming migrants are smaller than counties closer to the coast. This can be explained by the

relatively small populations and baseline levels of incoming migrants. The greater magnitudes

of migrations from higher population areas causes somemigrants to select these midwestern

areas as destination, which could cause disproportionally larger indirect effects.

In general, we find that previously “unpopular” migrant destinations (areas with relatively

low numbers of incoming migrants) would be more popular solely due to their close proximity

to counties that experience “direct effects”. The East Coast will experience larger effects than

the West coast because of the large coastal population centers and shallower coastlines, indeed,

all counties adjacent to coastal counties on the East coast are marked as indirectly affected.

Existing urban areas will receive the largest magnitudes of migrants, as they represent the most

attractive destinations, which will accelerate the existing trends of urbanization. We find that

the southeast portion of the United States will experience disproportionately high effects from

SLR-driven flooding due to the large vulnerable populations in New Orleans and Miami.

These results show that by driving human migration, the impacts of SLR have the potential to

be much farther reaching than the coastal areas which they will flood.

Finally, we examine the effects that the choice of migration model has on our results in

S1 Appendix. S1 and S2 Figs show results in the same format as Figs 2 and 3, however with an

implementation of our general framework that uses the extended radiation model of human

migration. Further discussion can be found in S1 Appendix.

Discussion

The framework we propose here (Fig 1) introduces a systemic approach to couple models of

climate change impacts with models of human migration. The framework has two improve-

ments over our understanding about of the impacts of climate change on population by closely

considering the corresponding effects on migration patterns. First, we posit that to capture the

impacts of climate change, we need to consider how climate change affects population directly,

“direct effects,” and indirectly through migration-driven heightened pressures on population

centers, “indirect effects.” Second, we argue that calibrated models of climate impacts need to

account for the fact that human responses to climate change, migration in our particular case,

will differ from business as usual responses.

We apply our framework to analyze the impacts of sea level rise on human migration pat-

terns and levels. We couple spatial estimates of SLR with human migration models and show

that the effect of SLR on human populations could be more pervasive and widespread than
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anticipated, with almost all counties in the US receiving some number of additional migrants

due to SLR induced flooding. Our results are the first step in understanding the socio-eco-

nomic impacts of climate driven migration and more research is needed to understand how

increased migration affects populations across different destinations.

While our framework is flexible enough in theory, in practice it will require assumptions

specific to each application. These assumptions can be the result of knowledge gaps, data limi-

tations, or large uncertainties in the individual component models. In our application to SLR,

we have made several such assumptions that affect how we interpret the results of the coupled

SLR/migration models. For example, we have assumed that people move due to SLR only

when their homes are permanently flooded. It is of course possible, that people will move

because their business or jobs are affected. According to the ‘Nuisance Hypothesis’ from

Keenan et al. [40] housing prices are affected by people’s perceptions as to whether or not a

property is at risk of flooding. This could impact “pull” factors of migration. While we cannot

consider this channel in our current application due to data limitations, our framework allows

to expand in this direction once more data is available.

Because we rely on machine learning techniques, we forfeit the explanatory power of our

migration model in favor of a more accurate prediction. This limits our capacity to derive spe-

cific policy recommendations, but this approach is suitable for the purposes of our research

question as it conceives a much more flexible methodology to analyze future migration. This

black-box approach can be further calibrated as more data on similar temporal and spatial

scales for empirical studies to explain migration behaviors becomes available [20].

The limitations of our application notwithstanding, we find some of our results are similar

to previously published estimates of human migration under SLR in the USA. For example,

like in Hauer 2017 [27], inland areas immediately adjacent to the coast, and urban areas in the

southeast US will observe the largest effects from SLR driven migration. Our framework for

modeling human migration, however, reveals several notable differences. For example, com-

pared to Hauer 2017 [27], our results show more incoming migrants to Houston and Dallas—

two larger cities closer to affected coastal areas. This result follows from our framing require-

ment that flows predicted under climate change do not necessarily follow historical flows.

According to Hauer 2017, the Austin, Texas Core Based Statistical Area is expected to observe

the largest effects out of all destinations, with over 800 thousand incoming migrants due to

SLR. This result follows because Austin has consistently been one of the fastest growing US cit-

ies over the past decade, which is captured and projected by a time series based migration

model. Our migration model instead captures the dynamics of human migration between US

counties based on population and distance features, and uses this to predict flows between

counties without regard to potential short term historic trends. Thus, our framework has the

benefit of predicting flows between pairs of counties for which there are no historical flows.

Our application also shows the “indirect impacts” could be important in magnitude. We

observe that migrants from unaffected areas, that would previously move to coastal areas, will

relocate to larger population centers. The counties surrounding Los Angeles in particular

could see tens of thousands of migrants that are not coming from affected areas, but must

choose a different location because their preferred coastal destination are now flooded.

While our application results are limited, our framework has shown conceptually how to

think about widespread impacts of climate change. Moreover, as various aspects of human

migration are better understood, especially ones related to environmental pressures, better

models of human migration are created, and SLR flooding estimates are improved—with finer

resolution population projections, uncertainty estimates, and models of the potential spatial

effects of SLR such as expected flood frequency—we will be able to update our framework to

produce more refined and comprehensive results.
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Supporting information

S1 Fig. Extended radiation model spatial results. Map in the same format as Fig 2. but with

extended radiation model results.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Extended radiation model indirect results. Map in the same format as Fig 3. but with

extended radiation model results.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Ablation results for migration model. Maps showing the difference between results

using separate models for climate change driven and “business as usual” migration and using

the same model for both. Results shown for ANN and Extended radiation models.

(TIF)

S1 Table. Comparison of migration model performance on different classes of migration.

(XLSX)

S2 Table. List of data sources.
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S1 Appendix. Sections on code and reproducibility, implementation and results with the

extended radiation model, comparison of migration models, and ablation study on model-

ing climate migrants separately.

(PDF)
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